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Super Scary Lost Episode!!!

Brace yourself, dear reader, for what I'm about to tell you will give you nightmares for Number weeks.

If you're fond of Animated TV show , then I must warn you that you may never look at it in the same way

again.

I was an intern at Animation studio Unit of time ago. And when I made a certain discovery I swore

I'd never even consider doing any work there again. You see, this all started with me overhearing some other

employees talking in Volume level voices about a person called Full Name of a Person , who apparently

used to work at the studio as an Occupation , having died after Verb - Present ends in ING a

Noun . And how Creator of show seemed to be hiding something, Adverb refusing to

answer questions about an alleged unaired episode that had supposedly only been shown in one remote area in

Location . After some curious searches on Search engine that brought up nothing even hinting at

anything of the sort happening, I dismissed this as a Adjective rumour. But a little later that day, while

doing some Chore , I found a Means of storing video file in the Type of storage area . Written on it

in Colour Sharpie was " Animated TV show : Episode Number . A deep, primal instinct

within be was pleading me to leave it and Verb - Base Form , but my sheer Emotion won over in the

end, so I pocketed it and took it home with me, intending to put it back once I was done with it.

As soon as I put it in my Electronic device , it Verb - Past Tense . Since I'm good with technology, I was

quickly



able to deal with this problem and properly load the video file, aptly named Other character .avi. The

opening sequence was the same as usual, except the voice singing the theme song sounded subtlely

Adjective , and Random character Item of clothing was a weird shade of Colour . Plus,

the animation seemed more sloppy than usual, and the resolution seemed rather glitchy. I quickly shrugged it off,

cause hey, what if it was just a placeholder opening? Then the title card flashed up: "Goodbye Main 

character ". This title made me feel Adjective , since it wasn't really a title you'd expect for a show like

that. Nonetheless, I kept watching.

The episode opened with no music whatsoever. Main character was sitting on a Furniture in

Location within show , looking vaguely Adjective . Pronoun was holding a Noun -

what was its purpose, I wondered? The camera stayed on this shot for Number minutes,

Main character gradually looking more Adjective . Just as I figured it'd be like this for a little while

longer and was getting up to grab some Beverage , a deafeningly loud Noise made me jump.

When I looked back around, the scene had changed. Other character was there, looking uncharacteristically

Adjective . The camera stayed on this face for Number seconds before Pronoun said

something muffled and unintelligible, as if the voice actor had recorded it through Number layers of

Fabric , sounding very Adjective . The camera cut back to Main character , who said

something equally indecipherable in return, dropping the Noun . Other character Adverb

picked it up and jammed it in Main character Orifice - singular , causing Pronoun to

Verb - Base Form .



Something flashed on the screen, and I rewound and paused until I caught a single frame of a real person, their

Part of Body Verb - Past Tense and a Weapon lodged in their Part of Body . I gasped.

Was this some kind of prank? I was determined to get to the end of this, so I still kept watching.

The camera stayed on Main character Verb - Present ends in ING for a further Number minutes.

The focus flipped between that and Other character staring... at Main character ? Or... the viewer? It

was interspersed with flashes of static and glitching, too. What really unsettled me was how the eyes weren't

drawn in their usual way - they were all hyper-realistic, and a grim, ugly shade of Colour . Also, hyper-

realistic blood was leaking out of both characters' Orifice - plural . Everything was quiet during this time,

besides what sounded like a faint, distant Verb - Present ends in ING . It gradually got louder and louder, until I

just had to turn it down - though it didn't make it any quieter. I couldn't bear another moment of this, but some

kind of unseen force was making me keep watching. More grotesque real-life images flashed onto the screen as

the camera slowly zoomed in on Other character Adjective face, but I was too Adjective to

try and pause on them. Then, as I swear I heard a poorly recorded music box rendition of Song playing

faintly in the background, Other character picked up a hyper-realistic Weapon , identical to one in

the first gory freeze-frame. Then, Main character turned to face the viewer, and said something, the voice

acting so clear I could've sworn I was being talked to face-to-face, with Emotion far more real than any

kind of acting.

"You're already doomed... Your name ."



My heart froze. Surely this was just a Adjective coincidence? I quickly convinced myself it was, and kept

watching as Other character plunged the Weapon into Main character Part of Body . As

the whole screen turned Colour and static flashed, Other character had one last Adjective

glance at the viewer before everything cut to black. The usual end credits were completely silent, with only a bit

of illegible handwriting. The final shot was a gory hyper-realistic image of Main character , looking

Adjective .

I was left shaking. Who could have made this? Did it have anything to do with what I'd overheard back at the

studio? Whatever the case, I wanted answers. I posted the file on Videosharing website , asking if anyone had

seen anything like it before, but it was taken down Number minutes later, before I could get a single

view or comment. Not only that, but I was totally banned from the website too.

I've hardly slept since then. I Verb - Past Tense the Means of storing video file . I quit my internship at

Unit of time , but not before asking the first Occupation I could find what they knew about this

unaired episode. All they told me was, "It's best you don't know any more. The truth would Verb - Base 

Form you."

One more thing. If you start feeling like you're being Verb - Past Tense like I do, please let me know.
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